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OPTIMAL-ORDER NONNESTED MULTIGRID METHODS
FOR SOLVING FINITE ELEMENT EQUATIONS

III: ON DEGENERATE MESHES

SHANGYOU ZHANG

Abstract. In this paper, we consider several model problems where finite el-

ement triangular meshes with arbitrarily small angles (high aspect ratios) are

utilized to deal with anisotropy, interfaces, or singular perturbations. The

constant-rate (independent of the number of unknowns, the smallest angle, the

interface discontinuity, the singular-perturbation parameter, etc.) convergence

of some special nonnested multigrid methods for solving the finite element sys-

tems on such degenerate meshes will be proved. Numerical data are provided

to support the analysis in each case.

1. Introduction

To be a complete method for solving boundary value problems, not only

should the method provide a discretization scheme to approximate the PDE,

but also it should include a fast algorithm to solve the resulting discrete linear

systems. The combination of the two determines the efficiency of the numerical
method. Multigrid iterative methods provide optimal-order solvers for many

finite element systems (cf. [18, 11] and the references therein). In a standard

multigrid method, a nested family of triangular meshes is generated from an
initial mesh by connecting midpoints of edges sequentially. But this sequence

of nested grids may not be economical in many situations. Other refinement
methods should be included in the multigrid method. Naturally, one would re-
lax the condition of nestedness of grids. In our previous paper [25], a nonnested
multigrid method is considered for boundary value problems with corner singu-

larities, where nonnested meshes with high refinements at corners are employed.

Meshes with high aspect ratios (high refinement in some particular directions)
are encountered often in practice, owing to the geometry of the domain, or to

the roughness of the solution in some directions. We will study some model

cases only in this paper. In §2, we will define a nonnested multigrid method

to solve Poisson equations where finite element meshes have high aspect ra-

tios. In §§3 and 4, a framework is presented to analyze nonnested multigrid
methods on some degenerate meshes. Numerical data presented in §4 show
that the convergence rate of nested multigrid methods deteriorates when the
minimal-angle condition is violated, while the rate of the new nonnested multi-

grid method remains the same. In §5, two approaches will be studied to solve an
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anisotropic, singular perturbation problem, and the multigrid method is shown

to be of constant convergence rate in both cases. In §6, the nested multigrid
method is shown to have constant contractivity which is independent of inter-

face jumpings and mesh sizes, when applied to solve for an interface problem

in which the interface is covered completely by mesh lines. Also in §6 the

nonnested multigrid is proved to have a constant rate of convergence, too, if
a narrow region along the interface is covered by skinny triangles. Finally, in
§7 we will show the constant contractivity of a nonnested multigrid method for

the finite element equations arising from discretizing a convection-dominated

convection-diffusion equation by either high-aspect-ratio meshes, or the stream-
line diffusion method. We should emphasize, however, that the domains in all

the problems considered are squares, and that the meshes are "regular" in the

sense that all elements are right triangles with one horizontal and one vertical
edge. The analysis is not ready to be extended to general domains or to gen-

eral nonconstant-coefficient problems. But the method should be applicable to
general problems. There is one more remark. Some results in §§4-5 might also

be obtained by doing Fourier Analysis as, for example, in [11], but not those in

§§6-7.
To treat the meshes with small angles (of high aspect ratios) in the multigrid

method, we modify two ingredients of the multigrid method while retaining its

principles. The usual fine-level smoothing is replaced by a weighted smoothing
where the weight at each node depends on those triangles carrying the node and
on the local diffusion coefficients. Only those coarse meshes which are coarser
in some directions are permitted in the coarse-level correction. The first modi-

fication is also necessary in the multigrid method for nonquasiuniform meshes
(cf. [25] and the references therein). As in the standard multigrid method, the
new fine-level smoothing reduces high-frequency components of iterative er-
rors "uniformly" over the whole domain, while the new coarse-level correction
corrects all low-frequency error components.

The approximation of finite elements with arbitrarily small angles has been

studied in [3] and [13]. However, we do not use these estimates in this paper,
nor do we use the elliptic regularity assumption. One could use approxima-
tion and regularity theories, but one would usually obtain a convergence rate
depending on the minimal angle, or the singular perturbation parameter. The

convergence of the multigrid method without elliptic regularity has been studied

by Bramble et al. in [9]. Nonnested multigrid methods are considered in [8],

too. The multigrid method for interface problems (finite element equations)
can be found in [22] and [9]. Other related works will be mentioned in the

subsequent sections.

2. Definitions

In this section, we define a nonnested multigrid method by considering finite
element solutions of the following Poisson equation:

-Au = f   inQ:=(0,l)x(0, 1),

[ ' ' m = o  on an.

The multilevel finite element spaces, {Vk c H0xi£l)\k = 1,2,...}, consist of
continuous, piecewise linear functions (cf. [10]) on meshes {^, k = 1,2, ...}
as shown in Figure 1, where a coarse mesh is coarser only in the xx -direction.
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That is, refinements take place in the xx -direction only. Further, each mesh

^ is uniform in the X\ -direction and the x2-direction separately with mesh

sizes hk and Hk , respectively. Therefore, hk = hk_x/2 and Hk = Hk_x. The
growth rate of the number of multilevel unknowns is about 2. We will consider
some other meshes later. For convenience, we let the aspect ratio be

(2.2) pk:=hk/Hk<l.

Obviously, the multilevel finite element spaces are not nested: Vk_x <£ Vk . We
remark that one can alternatively refine the mesh in each direction.

We define the bilinear form associated with the Laplace operator and a dis-
crete inner product (scaled I2 inner product) as follows:

(2.3) a{u,v):=     Vu-Vvdx   Vu,vsVk,
Ja

(2.4) (u,v)k:= £&K»M»)   Vw.tieri,
ne^i   k

where J^ is the set of vertices in the triangulation 3~k . We note that one would
get different weighted fine-level smoothings by defining different discrete inner

products (• , ')k . This can be seen from (2.9) and (6.2). Let A*: Vk —► Vk
be the symmetric, positive definite operator defined by iAku, v)k := a{u, v)
Vu G Vk . As usual, we define a family of discrete norms by

(2.5) \\\v\\\2sk:=iAskv,v)k   \/v 6 Vk, 0 < s < 2.

For any v e Vk ,

\\\v\\\x,k = y/äjv7v)   and   |H|0>* = y/iv > v)k-

Let Ijt: #o(^) n C(fi) -> Vk be the usual Lagrange nodal-value interpolation

operator. Let the vector space Vk_x be the image of 1^ when restricted on

Vk-x-

(2.6) ^_1:=Range(Ife|Ft_1).

We note that 1^: Vk_x —> Vk_x is a one-to-one and onto mapping. (In general, 1^
may be singular in the sense that lkv = 0 for some 0 ^ v e Vk_x if ^-X <£ ̂ ;
cf. [23].) We introduce two auxiliary operators for the two common coarse-level

corrections in the nonnested multigrid method,

Qjfc-i : Vk -* Vk-\.       aiQk-ie, v) = aie, lkv)   VveVk_x,

Rk_x : Vk -» Vk_x,       aiRk-xe, v) = aie, v)      Vv€Vk_x.

Finite element approximations of (2.1) are defined as follows: Find uk e Vk
such that

(2.8) aiuk,v) = Fiv)   VveVk,

where Fiv) = Jafix)vix)dx. One icth-level multigrid iteration is defined
(recursively) by the following two steps (cf. [5]) to produce a new iterative

solution wm+x (for uk in (2.8) or for q in (2.11)) from a given initial guess

Wo . First, m fine-level smoothings will be performed:

(2.9) iwi-wl-x,v)k=Xk-liFiv)-aiw,-x,v))   W € Vk ,  1 < / < m,
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where Xk is the maximal eigenvalue of the Ak in (2.5) and F(i>) is either

defined in (2.8) or in (2.11) below. The second step is a coarse-level correction:

(2.10) wm+x=wm+lkq,

where q £ Vk_x is the iterative solution, obtained by doing p (> 1) (A: - l)st-

level multigrid iterations with 0 initial guess for the residual problem: Find

q e Vk_x such that

(2.11) aiq,v) = Filkv)-aiwm,lkv)=:Fnewiv)   Vv e Vk_x.

3. Preliminary analysis

In order to prove the constant rate of convergence for the nonnested multi-

grid method, we need a few lemmas concerning stability and approximability
properties of the operators 1^ and Q^ defined in §2. In the next two sections,

we use explicit constants instead of the generic constant C in the estimation.
Since we consider a special model problem, explicit constants may better exhibit

the idea in estimation.

Lemma 3.1. Let v e Vk.   // |||t;|||0 k < CoHMU, k for some C0 > 0, then

lll»lllif*<CblM2.fc-
Proof. Let 0 < qi < c*2 < ■ ■ • < ctn be the eigenvalues of Ak : Ak6¡ = a,0, ,
where |||0/|||o k = 1 and n := dim Vk. We can expand v in the eigenvector

basis: v = £"=i v¡6i ■ Consequently, |||u|||^ k = ¿Ztfrf • For convenience, we

let an+x = oo . We denote the index z'0 such that C0~2 < a,0 and C¿"2 > q, for

all i < i'o • By separating positive and negative terms, the lemma is proved as

follows:

c02IIMII^ - IIMII2,* = - ¿ vfil - aic2o)ai + ¿u2(a,C2 - IK
1= 1 i'=i'o

(3.1) > -ak £ vfil - a/Q2) + al0 ¿ vfia^ - 1)
/=1 «=i'o

= aJ¿u2(a,C02-l)j =a,0(Q2|||u|||2,,-|||u|||2Jt)>0.    D

Lemma 3.2. Let B = tridiag(-ß,_i B¡ Bi+l) be a block tridiagonal matrix,

B =

/Bo + Bx       -Bx \

—Bx       Bx + B2      —B2

\ -B„-x    Bn-x + B„/

where B0, ... , Bn are symmetric and nonnegative semidefinite. Then, so is B.

Proof. Let X = iXx, X2, ... , X„) be an arbitrary vector in block form and

Xq = Xn+] = 0. We need to show XTBX > 0; this is done by the Cauchy-
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Schwarz inequality:

n

XTBX = J2 Xji-Bi-xXi-x + Bi-xXi + B¡Xi - BtXM)

Xj Bt-XXi + Xi_lBi-XXi-X

1=1

n

>-E -
1=1

Xj B¡X¡ + Xi+lB¡X¡+x
+X¡ Bj-xXj + Xj BjXj —

= XxTB0Xx+XjBnXn>0.    D

Lemma 3.3. For all u e Vk, there holds

(3.2) ll|I*Ifc-i"lll2>*<2||M||2>fc.

Proof. We will do a direct estimate. We scale the usual nodal basis by Jhk/Hl

to be our basis {<p„} for Vk . The function <pn is a hat function having nodal

value Jhk/H^ at the node n and zero values at the remaining nodes. Let

U — («i, «2,. •. ) be the coefficient vector of a function u = ¿2n u„<pn . With

this special basis, we have, for all u,veVk, that

iu,v)k = UTV,    aiu,v) = UrAkV,    and   \\\u\\\2¡k = UTAkAkU,

where Ak is the matrix form of the operator A^ . The matrix Ak is symmetric
and positive definite, with the (/, j)th element being ai<p¡, (p¡). By a simple

calculation, one can find that the component of Ak U at the index corresponding
to node i (see notations in Figure 1) is

(3.3) iAkU)¡ = pkH-2Íplxi2u¡ -uh- Uj) + pki2u¡ - uc - um)),

where pk = hk/Hk as defined in (2.2). Summing over all interior nodes of <9£
(the set is denoted by JVk), we get

(3.4) \l,k = J2 PkHk 4(Pk 1(2U¡ ~Uh- Uj) + Pk(2Ui -Uc- Um))2
i&Ji

We now show that

(3-5)       |||M|||2>Jt > £ p2Hk-\pl2i2Ui -uh- Uj)2 + p2i2ui -uc- um)2).

a     b     c     d    f

Figure 1. Two-level triangulations. The fine grid is finer only
in one direction
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We order the nodes in JVk along the xx-direction first, then along the x2-

direction. Let M = tridiag(-/)¿"1, 2p"1, -pkx), and

(3.6)    Mx

(M \
M

\ '  m)

ill    -I X

and   M2 = pk

-I   21

-I   21)

where / is an identity matrix. It follows that Ak = PkHk 2iMx + M2) and

\\\u\\\lk = UTA2U

= p¡Hk-\UTiM2 + M¡)U + UTiMxM2 + M2Mx)U).

To show (3.5), it suffices to show that the symmetric matrix MxM2 + M2Mx is

nonnegative semidefinite. Because MxM2 + M2Mx is a block tridiagonal matrix
of the form B in Lemma 3.2 with all B¡ = tridiag(-l, 2, -1), inequality (3.5)
follows.

Let v = lklk_xu. We can find the coefficient vector V from U. For exam-

ple, vh = iug + Uj)/2 (see Figure 1). Similarly to (3.3), we have

iAkV)i = pkH-2 (pkl2Ui~U2g~Uk + pki2Ui -uc- mw)) ,

(A   V\   - n  M-2 in   2«g ~ »a ~ U¡            2u¡ - Uc - Um\
{AkV)h = pkHk    [pk-2-+ Pk-2-j'

Therefore,

(3.8)

hh-xu\\\l,k<   5Z   Jfi ( -^Pk2(2ui-ug-uk)2 + 3>p2ki2ui-uc-um)2j

V^    Pk ( „2(2ug-ua-ui)2     n2j2uj - uc - um)7
+   L.   m\Pk 2 +Pk 2

*€<_, k

2

=    Z!    ih löPk2(2u'-Ug-Uk)2 + 4Pk(2ui-Uc-Um)2)   .

where ^.'_i is the set of midpoints on the horizontal edges of &~k-X (see Figure

1). Here, in the first sum of (3.8), the inequality ia + b)2 < \a2 + 'hb2 is applied.

To bound |||IfcIfc_iM|||2 k by |||m|||2 k , we insert the entries of U associated with

the nodes in J!k_x into the sum (3.8) to get

(2m,- - ug - uk)2 < 8(2«, - un - Uj)2 + 4(2wA - ug - u,)2 + 4(2m7 - u¡ - uk)2.

From (3.5) and (3.8) we conclude that III^I^-imIII^ < 4|||m|||2iA. .   G

Lemma 3.4. For all v, w e Vk_x, there holds

(3.9) \aiv , w) - ailkv, lkw)\ < PkHk\\\lkv\\\lJc\\\w\\\2tk_l.

Proof. We consider aiv, w) and ailkv , lkw) on a rectangle [acig] from the

coarse-level triangulation (see Figure 1). Let vaß = via) -viß), where v(a) is

the nodal value of v at a vertex a . By the linearity of the functions involved,
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we have

/ VvVw dx = -r—ivcaWca + VigWig) + pkivicWic + VgaWga),
J[acig] qPk

/ VlkWlkW dx = -r—iVcaWca + VigWig) + ^-ivicWic + VgaWga)
J[acig] 4pk L

Vic + Vgq Wic + Wgq
+ pk      2 2       "

Summing over all rectangles in £Tk_x, we obtain that

(3.10) INII1>fc_, -     £     -^-(V2a+vfg) + pkiV2c + V2ga),
all [acig]    Pk

(3.11)

hv\\\2x,k=    E   ïj-tâa + vîg)
all [acig]    Pk

L„    (V>c + V¡°   ■   toc + Vga)2
+ Pk    -ô-+-a-

and that

(3.12) aiv , w) - ailkv , lkw) =    ]T   ^(uic - vga)iwic - wga).

ail [acig]

Combining the term ViCiwic - wga) from the square [acig] and the term

ViciWic - wkf) from the square [cfki] in the sum of (3.12), we can rewrite

it as

(3.13) aiv , w) - ailkv , lkw) =  E  ^u,c(2yj,c -wga- wkf).

Noting the relation between nodal values and vector representations, for exam-

ple, w¡ = wii)JHl/i2hk), we can write down the corresponding form of (3.5)

in Vk_i as

IIMIl2,*-i>   E  P2kHk'\p-k2i2wii)-wig)-wik))2

+ 8pji2wii) - wie) - wim))2).

We then apply the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and (3.10)—(3.13) to get

\aiv , w) - ailkv , lkw)\

{\ 1/2 , ^ 1/2

E  Tw?4 £  %(2wic-wga-wkf)>

13.14; '^-' J      U^'

<¿ll|I*«llli,J   E  2pki2wii)-wig)-wik))2

<PkHk\\\lkv\\\ltk\\\w\\\2<k_v   a

Comparing (3.10) and (3.11), we can easily get the next corollary.

1/2

\2
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Corollary 3.5. There holds

(3.15) i-IIMHi,*-!  <  IIMIIIi,*< IIMIIi.k-i   V«€Ft_!.
Corollary 3.6. There holds

(3.16) IIIQk-iw||li,fc_, < |||w|||,tfc   VweVk.
Proof. By Corollary 3.5 and the definition of Qk-x in (2.7), we get

IIIQjt-itülH, fc_, =supaiQk_xw,v) = supaiw,lkv)
V V

< ||Mll1>/tsup|||I*t>|||1>jt < ||M||1>fc,
V

where the supremum is taken over all v e Vk_x with |||f |||t fc_j = 1.   D

Corollary 3.7. For all v, w e Vk_x, there holds

(3.17) \aiv , w) - ailkv , lkw)\ < —^^-i^-p^lll     |||«,|||       ,.
1 + V 2pk i + ¿Pk

Proof. By the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and (3.10)—(3.12), we can show (3.17)

similarly as in (3.14). We omit the details.   D

4. Constant rate of convergence

We will prove in this section constant convergence rate for the 2-level, and

the W-cycle multilevel nonnested multigrid method defined in §2. We start

with a few more lemmas.

Lemma 4.1. For all ue Vk, the following inequalities hold:

(4.1) \\\u-lklk-xu\\\0tk <-j=Hk\\\u-IkIk-xu\\\iik,

(4.2) lll«-IfeIjfe-i"llli>fc<fl + 4)llNHi,fc-

Proof. Let v = u - lklk_xu. Considering |||u|||2 k on a rectangle [bcih] from

the mesh ^ (see Figure 1), we have

(4.3)

/      \W\2dx = ¿-((«(i) - vih))2 + ivic) - vib))2)
J[bcih] lPk

+ ^iivii)-vic))2 + ivih)-vib))2).

Summing (4.3) over all rectangles of ^, since v is linear on each triangle of

^t and vanishes at all nodes of ¿7k~_x, we can show (4.1) as follows:

\n\x,k E   \yvih)2 + ^-ivih)-vib))'
. _,      vPk

>   E   yVih)2 = 2H-2\\\v\\\lk,

where ^k_x is the set of midpoints of the horizontal edges of ^_i. We remind

the readers that vih) = m(A) - uig)/2 - m(/')/2 at a midpoint h e ^k_x (see
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(3.8) and Figure 1). Once again, summing (4.3) over all rectangles of ¿Tk, we

get

INHÎ,*= E y{v{h)2 + vib)2) + pkivih)-vib))2
[acig] Pk

= E 4^((2"(Ä) - "(') - <S))2 + (2uib) - uia) - m(c))2)
[acig]    Pk

+ ^((2m(A) - m(0 - uig)) - i2uib) - uia) - m(c)))2

^ E 2F^hi + "^ + "*a + "*c)
[acig]    Pk

+ ̂ ("i- + 4g + "L + 4c + 2ulg + Hh + 2uld

<(i + 4)lll<*>

where notations like Ma¿ - uia) - m(ô) are used.   D

Corollary 4.2. The following inverse inequality holds:

(4.4) |||t;|||1)fc<2v^/7,-1|||i;|||0),   VdgF,.

Proof. Once again, summing (4.3) over all rectangles in HTk, we conclude, by

/>£ < 1, that

iii«iiiU<Ew1+4/,fc)üC/)2^8Äfc"2tiivtö,*- D

Lemma 4.3. T/zere holds

(4.5) ll|I*«lllo,/k<2|||«IHo,*-i   Vtien.,.
Proo/. By Definition (2.4), we have (see Figure 1)

iiiMÉ.t=Ef^+Ef(^^)2

<2  E  fW = 4|IHIo,*-i-   °
ME-. "*

We now prove a lemma showing an approximation property of the opera-

tor Rk-x defined in (2.7). We remark that R^-i is an a(- , •)-orthogonal

projection operator from the linear vector space Vk to its subspace Vk_x.

Lemma 4.4. For all v e Vk, there holds

(4-6) lll«-R*-i»llli.fc<^J3fclNll2.f

Proof. Noticing Rk-xV € Vk, we can apply the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality to

obtain that

Hlu-R/k-ivlll2,* = a(u-R*_it>,t;) < III«-R*-iu|||0,*IIMII2,*-
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Let w £ Vk with IIMHo k = 1 and u = Akxw, where the operator Ak is

defined before (2.5). By (2.5), |||m|||2 k = 1. Since lklk-Xu ç Vk_x, we can

insert lklk_xu in our estimation to get

|||v-Rifc_it;||lo k =supiv-Rk_xv,w)k = supaiv-Rk_xv,u)
w u

= supa(u -Rfc_iu, u-lklk-xu)
u

<\\\v-Rk_xV\\\i  ¿SUplllM-Iitljk-iMlll,  k
u

< ~k\Wv - R*-lV||li,* SUpflH« - Ifclfc-l"lll2,*:)
V2 u

<^\\\v-Rk_xV\\\l>k,

where the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, Lemma 4.1, Lemma 3.1, the triangle
inequality, and Lemma 3.3 are applied. The assertion (4.6) is proved by com-

bining the above two inequalities.   D

Theorem 4.5 (Two-level methods). Let q = q in (2.10). For any 0 < y < I,
there is an integer m independent of the level number k, such that

\\\uk-wm+x\\\lk<y\\\uk-wo\\\Xtk,

where uk, w¡, q, and q are defined in (2.8)—(2.11).

Proof. Let the iteration error be denoted by e¡ = uk-w¡, 0 < / < m + 1. Our

goal is to show ||k«+i|||1>Jk < y|W|1>fc. By (2.9)-(2.11), (2.7), and the triangle
inequality, it follows that

(4.7) Hkm+lllli.Jt < \\\em-Rk-iem\\\x,k + \Wk-\em-hQk-iem\\\x,k'

The first term in (4.7) is analyzed in Lemma 4.4. To estimate the second term,

by (2.7), the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, and Lemma 4.3, we have, for any

v e vk_x,

aiRk_xem - IkQk-xtm , I*u) = aie„ , lkv) - a(Qfc_,em , Qt_,I*t;)

= aiQk_xem , v - Qk-xhv) = aiem , I^u - Qk-xhv))

{     } <llk«lll2,tll|I*(«-Qfc-iI^)lllo.*

< 2|||^M|||2,Jfcll|v — Qfc-iIjtwIHo.Jfc-i -

Let w € Vk_x with |||w|||0 k_x = 1 and u = Akx_{w ; then |||w|||2 kx = I . By

(2.7) and (3.9), it follows that

(4 9)        ^ ~ ^k'xlkV ' w"lk-x = a<"v ~ Qk~iIkV ' ")

= aiv,u)-ailkv,lku)<pkHk\\\lkv\\\ltk.

Taking the supremum over all such w in (4.9), we get |||u - Qjt_iI¿fcU|||0 k_x <

PkHk\\\hv\\\x k. Noting iRk-xem-hQk-xem) e Vk-x = h^k-x> we have shown
by (4.8)-(4.9) that

mid     „      i n     n m „.- a{^k-xem - hQk-\em, hv)
\\\Rk-iem-hQk-xem\\\x,k = suP-nTTTiN-

(4.10) « lll1*t,llli>fc

<2pkHk\\\em\\\2k.
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Using (4.6) and (4.10) in (4.7), we have

Hkm+illli,* < i3/\/2 + 2pk)Hk\\\em\\\2tk.

By standard estimates (cf. [5] or the following (4.14)) and Corollary 4.2, we

have the following smoothing property for (2.9):

\\\em\\\ltk < (4/2m)||MU2,* < (4//-2/m)||hll|2,,-

Thus, |||iWi|||1;A. < \\\e0\\\Xtki3V2 + 4pk)/y/m. Therefore, the theorem is

proved by choosing m > (3\/2 + 4)2/y2 > (3\/2 + 4pk)2/y2 .   D

We remark that the best possible coarse-level corrector \kq in Vk_x for em

with respect to the \\\'\\\x k norm (see (2.10)) is Rk_xem. The second term

|||Rfc_iem - IfcQfc-i^mllli k in (4.7) measures the perturbation to the projection

in the nonnested multigrid scheme. When the aspect ratio is high, we may get a

better estimate of this error by applying (3.17) instead of (3.9) in (4.7). In this

way, it follows that

IIIR/t-l^m - IfcQit-l^mllli,^

(4-U) <       2pk 2pk    \\\C   III       -CHI*   III

where Cx~ p\.
In general, the number of smoothings, m , has to be sufficiently large in the

nonnested multigrid method (see a numerical example in [24]), owing to the

violation of the projection property in the coarse-level correction. But m = 1

would guarantee the convergence in the nested multigrid method (see [17]), even
for nonsymmetric problems. For our model problem, we have by Corollaries

3.5 and 3.6 that

(4.12) HfcQfc-iwIllj.kSlNII,,*  wevk.

This means that the iteration error would not be amplified in the nonnested
coarse-level correction. We can apply (4.11)-(4.12) to prove constant-rate con-

vergence for the l^-cycle symmetric nonnested multigrid methods with one

smoothing. In symmetric multigrid methods, m (post)smoothings are added
after the coarse-level correction (2.10) (cf. [8]). That is, one cycle of the level-fc
multigrid iteration would generate W2m+x from Wo by (2.9)—(2.11) and doing

m smoothings (2.9) on wm+i .

Theorem 4.6 (Symmetric W^-cycles with one smoothing). Let m be a positive

integer. Let the aspect ratio pk be small enough such that the constant Cx in

(4.11) is less than 36m/(36 + m)2. If \\\q - q\\\{ k_{ < y2!!!«?!!!^-!. then

lll"*-«>2m+l||li,Jt <Y\\\Uk-W0\\\xtk,

where y = 36/(36 + m), and q,q,uk, and w¡ are defined in (2.9)—(2.11).

Proof. Let the errors be denoted by e¡ := uk - w¡, 0 < / < 2m + 1. Let Bk

denote the multigrid reduction operator, i.e., e2m+x '■= ̂ keo- Inductively, we

can show by (4.12) that B¿. is selfadjoint and nonnegative in iai', •), Vk)

(see (4.13) below) and that

Bk=S'knil-lkil-B2_i)Qk_l)S^,
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Table 1. Spectral radii of 2-level multigrid iterative operators

for (2.1)

Nested, quasiuniform

grid
10 x 10

14 x 14

18x 18

22x22

26x26

piCS)
0.7329
0.7416
0.7450
0.7467
0.7476

Nested, degenerate

grid

10x8
14x8

18x8
22x8

26x8

PiCS)
0.7842
0.8651
0.9101
0.9366
0.9531

Nonnested, degenerate

grid
10x8
14x8

18x8

22x8

26x8

PiCS)
0.6705
0.6063
0.5708
0.5499
0.5369

where S^ := I-A^'A* is the smoothing operator defined by (2.9). Since S^ is

selfadjoint, we have, by the induction hypothesis \\\q - q\\\x k~x - y2\M\\\x,k-x
and the stability of the coarse-level corrections (4.12),

(4.13)
aiBke0, e0) = a((I - hQk-x)em, em) + aiB2k_{Qk_xem , Qk-xem)

< a((I - lkQk-x)em, em) + y2aiQk-xem, Qk-xem)

= (1 - y2)a((I - lkQk-x)em, em) + y2aiem, em)

= (1 - y2)i\\\em - Rk-xem\\\2x k + a((R*-i - hQk-i)em, em))

+ 7¿ '«Mil,A:

12

<(l-72)y^| MlL + í^ + íi-^coilk, wllll ,k-

where Lemma 4.2 in [25], (4.6), and (4.11) are used in the last step.  By an

eigenexpansion as in (3.1) (cf. [5] or [17], for example), it follows by the equality

|(1-x)2m(l + 2wx)|Loo(0>i) = 1 that

(4.14) \\\S^v

Therefore, by Corollary 4.2

2uk + 2mX-kx\|S?«| W,k< \],k    V«6Ft.

328
aiBkeo, eo) < (1 - 72)^(llkolllU ~ Hk«lllí.fc) + (r + C.)|||^||lí>fe

eo\ X,k -wllll, k ) + k«llli,* = y|lkolllî,it
The proof is completed by applying Lemma 4.2 in [25].   D

To conclude this section, we list the contraction numbers (the spectral radii

of the multigrid iteration operators) of the two, nested and nonnested, multigrid
methods with one smoothing (m = 1 in (2.9)) for the problem (2.8). For the

standard multigrid method on uniform meshes, the iteration error is reduced
by a factor about 0.75 after each iteration. However, when the meshes tend

to degenerate, the factor deteriorates to 1 by the data in the second column

of Table 1. The nonnested multigrid method defined via (2.9)—(2.11) provides

a constant convergence rate (about 0.5) independent of mesh levels or aspect

ratios of the meshes.

5. A PERTURBATION PROBLEM

In this section, we consider an anisotropic, singular perturbation problem.

In order to achieve constant rates of convergence in the multigrid method, we
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Figure 2.   Nested meshes, ^ c^, and two intermediate
meshes, &{, and ^

could either choose nested grids with high aspect ratios, or choose nonnested

grids where the coarse grids are coarser only in the larger diffusion direction.
We will discuss first the case of nested meshes. One purpose of presenting this

problem is to indicate a proof of constant convergence rate for the standard

multigrid methods on uniform grids without any elliptic regularity assumption.
The general multigrid methods on quasiuniform meshes have been shown to

yield constant convergence speed by Bramble et al. recently in [9] without the

assumption of elliptic regularity.
We first consider piecewise linear finite elements on nested meshes (like <9£

and ZFC in Figure 2) with high aspect ratios to discretize the following problem:

-dxxu - ed22u = f   inQ = (0, l)x(0, 1),

1 ' u = 0   ondÇl,

where 0 < e < 1. The mesh sizes in the xx- and ^-directions are denoted

by hk and Hk, respectively (see Figure 1). We let the sequence of meshes

be nested in a standard fashion, i.e., each coarse triangle is refined into four
subtriangles by linking midpoints on the three edges. The aspect ratios remain
constant on all levels, and we choose it to be

(5.2) Hk/hk = V¿,       k =1,2,....

Unlike the meshes in §2, here we have hk = hk-\/2, Hk = Hk_x/2, and
Hk < hk (just for the purpose of using the same figure). The bilinear form

associated with (5.1) is aiu, v) = Jnidxudxv + ed2ud2v)dx. We replace the
discrete inner product (2.4) by

(5.3) (m, v)k = E Hkhku(n)v(n)   Vu,veVk.

We note that the norm induced by ( • , • )/t is now equivalent to the L2(Q)

norm in Vk . The other definitions in §2 remain the same. In particular, the

finite element problems and the multigrid method are defined as in (2.8)—(2.11).

But the interpolation operator lk is omitted in (2.9)-(2.11 ) since lk is now the
identity operator.

To analyze the multigrid scheme, we introduce two intermediate meshes («9£

and 07¿ in Figure 2) between two consecutive multilevel methods (^ and ¡Tc

in Figure 2), both of which are coarser in one direction than the higher-level
mesh and finer in the other direction than the lower-level mesh. We denote the

Lagrange interpolation operator based on the grid ^ and H¿ by \ and l¿,

respectively. We can see immediately that

lkv = v = lklbilkldv)   Vu € Vk-x >

lk-xv = lk_xlbv VvzVk.
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We first calculate the equality analogous to (4.3) (see Figure 1 for notation):

/     ((a,M)2 + eid2u)2) dx = ^-iivii) - vih))2 + ivic) - vib))2)
(5>4)      J[bcih] ¿"k

+ ^-kiivii)-vic))2 + ivih)-vib))2),

where (5.2) is used. The idea of utilizing high-aspect ratio meshes can be seen

clearly from (5.4). Once we choose the mesh ratio as in (5.2), e will not appear

any more in the analysis (see (5.4) and (5.6) below). The discrete diffusion

coefficients in the xx- and .^-directions are then the same (see (5.4)). The same
argument as used in Lemma 4.1 will show (4.1) again in the new case, by (5.4)

and (5.3). We should notice the difference, however, that nonzero nodal values

of v - Ifclfc_1v = v - lk-xv now occur on all midpoints of coarse-level edges,
while they occur only on horizontal edges in Lemma 4.1. Further, comparing
(5.8) and (5.4), we can prove (4.4) of Corollary 4.2. It is straightforward to

show Lemma 4.3 again. To prove Lemma 3.3 in the new setting, we apply the

old Lemma 3.3 twice as follows (see Figure 2):

H|I*I*-i"lll2,* = HlklflMlIk,* = IIIWUrfMlk,*

<2!||Urf«||l2,jfc<4|¡Nl2,fc-

We can apply the old version of Lemma 3.3 when interpolating functions be-

tween meshes ¡J~c and ^ or between meshes ^ and ^ , although the bilinear

forms are different here. In fact, the new version of (3.5) is

(5.6) IIMIl2,¿fc ^ E Hk4((2u' ~uh- Uj)2 + (2u¡ -uc- um)2) ■

Therefore, Lemma 3.3 holds when the Ikh-x there is replaced by I^I¿, or L¿Lj
(even the constant 2 in (3.2) is unchanged, since pk < 1 is not used in the

proof). Lemma 3.4 holds trivially, since the left-hand side of (3.9) vanishes

because of lkv = v Vu e Vk_x. Thus, R^-i = I^Qfc-i - Therefore, we obtain
that Theorem 4.5 holds and the (nested) multigrid method has a constant rate
of convergence for the above problem:

Theorem 5.1 (Nested multilevel W-cycle methods for anisotropic problems).

For nested multigrids with the high aspect ratio defined in (5.2), the W-cycle
multigrid method defined in (2.9)—(2.11) with p = 2 converges with a constant

rate, y, which is independent of the grid level k but depends only on the number

of smoothings m, when it is applied to solve finite element equations arising from

(5.1).

In particular, letting e = 1 in (5.1), we proved without any elliptic regularity

assumption that the standard multigrid iteration has constant rate of conver-
gence when solving finite element Poisson equations on uniform meshes. We
could give the convergence rate quantitatively. Braess and Verfürth studied the

rates of a special multigrid method on some uniform meshes (cf. [7, 21]) and

did not use the elliptic regularity either.
We now consider solving (5.1) by finite elements on nonnested, but quasiuni-

form, meshes. Owing to the anisotropic diffusion, the variation of the iteration
errors in the ^-direction would be of low frequency if meshes are quasiuni-

form. We therefore use meshes like in Figure 1, where coarse meshes are only
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coarser in the xx -direction. Denoting mesh sizes in the xi-and ^-directions by

hk and Hk , respectively, we assume that hk ~ Hk. The bilinear form a( • , • )
is again $aidxud\V + ed2ud2v) dx . But we do not use (5.3) as the discrete inner
product ( • , -)k . The definition of ( • , • )k in (2.4) and the other definitions in

§2 remain the same. We note that the discrete norm ||| • \\\0k is here equivalent

to the L2 norm on Vk with the equivalence constants independent of k, since

hk ~ Hk.
It is straightforward to prove Lemma 3.3 and Lemma 3.4 in the new cir-

cumstance, noting that the only change is to insert e in the estimation. For

example, (3.5) becomes

IIMII2,* £ E PkHk*(Pk2(2ui ~Uh- uj)2 + e2Pk(2ui ~uc- Um)2),
ie^i

where pk ~ 1. In fact, (3.9) in Lemma 3.4 is improved to

(5.7) \aiv, w) - a(lkv, lkw)\ < ex/2pkHk\\\lkv\\\ |||u;|||2>jk_,.

We note that Lemma 3.3 holds no matter in which direction the previous levels

are coarsened, and no matter how small e is. However, Lemma 3.4 may depend
on e. For example, if we coarsen the meshes in the ^-direction, (5.7) becomes

\aiv, w) - ailkv, Ikw)\ < e-x/2pkHk\\\Ikv\\\ ||M||2iJt_,,

and the convergence rates of multigrid methods will depend on e . The key point
is to employ coarser meshes which are not coarser in the direction of small diffu-

sion. The necessity of this special coarsening, in order to obtain a convergence
rate independent of e in the multigrid method, can be seen also from (4.1).
If we used quasiuniform meshes or nonnested meshes where coarsening is in

the X2-direction, we would have an e-1/2 on the right of (4.1). Consequently,

it appears that the standard nested multilevel, quasiuniform multigrid conver-
gence rate would deteriorate as e -» 0. This is shown by the data in the second
column of Table 2. Corollary 4.2 and Lemma 4.3 can be shown here routinely.

Therefore, Lemma 4.4 and Theorem 4.5 hold:

Theorem 5.2 (Two-level nonnested multigrid methods). Let the multilevel

meshes and multigrid methods be defined as in §2 and above, and let 0 < y < 1.
There is an integer m independent of k or s e (0, 1 ) such that

\uk - wm+x \x,k< l"*-w0||li,fc,

where q = q in (2.10).

Table 2. Spectral
for (5.1) where e
x2 -direction

radii of 2-level multigrid iterative operators
= (8A2)2. Here, h2 is the mesh size in the

Nested, quasiuniform

grid
10 x 10

14 x 14

18 x 18
22x22

26x26

/>(CS)
0.7851
0.8658
0.9105
0.9368
0.9531

Nested, degenerate

grid
8x 10

8x 14

8x 18

8x22

8x26

/>(CS)
0.7312
0.7386
0.7414
0.7428
0.7435

Nonnested, quasiuniform

grid
10 x 10

14 x 14

18 x 18
22x22

26x26

P(CS)
0.6777
0.6152

0.5780
0.5555

0.5302
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Finally, we list the convergence rates for two-level multigrid methods with
one smoothing (m = 1 in (2.9)) in Table 2. From column 2 of Table 2,
the standard nested multigrid methods on quasiuniform meshes clearly do not

provide a convergence rate independent of e. Either by employing high-aspect-

ratio meshes, or specially coarsened quasiuniform meshes, the multigrid method

can retain a constant convergence rate for all e (column 4 and column 6 in Table

2).

6. An interface problem

In this section, we consider a simple model of interface problem. For the

model problem, if mesh lines of finite elements can cover the interface line

completely, the finite element method would yield the optimal order of approx-

imation, Oih), in the ^'(flj-nonn (see [2], Figure 3(B), and column 3 of Table
2). From Figure 3(B) the presence of the interface can hardly be seen from the

nodal errors of the finite element solution. We will show, in this case, that

the multigrid method on uniform, nested meshes can solve the finite element
system in the optimal order of operations. In fact, it is shown that the rate of
convergence of the multigrid method is independent of the jump at the inter-
face. The standard multigrid theorem, for example, of Bank and Dupont [5]

does not provide such an independence. Bramble et al. proved in [9] that the

convergence rate for the multigrid method is independent of the jump for gen-

eral interface problems, but the convergence rate depends on the level number.

Some preliminary work on this subject can be found in [22]. Readers can find

the multigrid method for solving finite difference interface equations in [1] and

[11], where special treatment is needed in defining the finite difference scheme

and intergrid transfer operators, while these problems are naturally resolved in

the finite element method.
If the interface does not match any grid line completely (a practical situation),

the finite element method can provide only order Oih1/2) approximability in

the /71 (fi)-norm (see Figure 3(C) and the data in column 5 of Table 3), since

the PDE solution u e //3/2(£2). One can see in Figure 3(C) that the error of

a finite element solution is large near the interface. We then consider a model

case where the grids (cf. Figure 3(E') and 3(F')), with high aspect ratios in

a local region of interface, are aligned along the interface. With such grids, it

is shown numerically that the convergence order can be brought back to Oih)

in the //1(Q)-norm. Here, h = N~xl2 is a pseudo mesh size, where TV is

the number of grid points. We will show that the two-level multigrid method

converges at a speed independent of the number of unknowns and the interface

jump, if the special coarsening method defined in §2 is used and a weighted
finite-level smoothing is adopted.

Let Six = (0, l/2)x(0, 1) and Sl2 = (1/2, l)x(0, 1) be the two subdomains
of £2 = (0, 1) x (0, 1) cut by a vertical line T = {(xi, x2) e £i|xi = 1/2} . Let
aixx, X2) be a discontinuous function which has two positive, constant values

on the two subdomains. We consider the following interface problem:

-aAu = f   in Qi U ÍÍ2,

(6.1) m = 0    ondQ,

[m] = [a du/dn] = 0   across T,
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Figure 3. (A) Finite element solution of (6.1) on mesh (C) ;

(B) Nodal error on mesh (C) when interface matches a grid line;

(C) Error on (C), the interface does not match any grid line;

(D) Error on (Z)') (no match). The mesh is mapped by xx2 ;

(E) Error on (£') (no match). The mesh is mapped by x1-6 ;

(F) Error on (F') (no match). The mesh is mapped by x2 .

where [v] denotes the jump in a quantity v across the interface T, and n is

the normal to the interface. Without loss of generality, we can scale (6.1) such

that

aixx, x2) = a > 0   in £l\       and       aix\, x2) = 1    in Q2.

Since there are no cross interfaces and the interface intersects the boundary

at a right angle, the solution u of (6.1) is an H2 function in Qi and D.2

separately, if / e L2(fi) (cf. [15] and [2]). Therefore, if the two subdomains are

triangulated separately, then the optimal convergence order would be obtained

for the finite element methods in solving (6.1). We will show that the multigrid

methods have constant convergence rate (independent of the jump of a(x)

across T) for solving such finite element equations.

We let {¡Jk\ be nested, uniform meshes like ETC in Figure 2. To cover

the interface by grid lines, the mesh size of ¡Tk is set to hk = l/(/n2fc) for

some positive integer z'o . Let Vk be the space of continuous, piecewise linear

functions defined on ETk . The bilinear form associated with (6.1) is a(M, v) =
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Ja a(x)V« • Vu dx . The discrete bilinear form (2.4) is replaced by

(6.2)

where

iu,v)k= E h2käin)uin)vin)   Vu,veVk,

n€yv~k

{a if n e Qi,

(fl+l)/2   if« er,

1 if n G O2.

It is necessary to have a(x) involved in ( • , • )k in order to have the conver-

gence rate independent of a(x). This can be seen from the smoothing iteration

(2.9). The discrete norms ||| • H^ k and the multigrid algorithm are defined as

in §2. We note lkv = v  Vu e Vk_x, since we have Vk_x c Vk here.
Similarly to the nested case considered in §5, we introduce two auxiliary grids

¿7j, and ¿Td (see Figure 2) to link ZTk_x and !?k. However, the perturbation

on the diffusion coefficient this time occurs only in a part of the domain, which

requires special consideration. The key issue is to prove (3.5), which is implied

by UTiMxM2 + M2Mx)U > 0 (see the proof of (3.5)). We will keep M2 in
the same form as in (3.6) by scaling the basis appropriately as follows. Let

{Vn} C Vk be the nodal basis with nodal value (à(«)«|)~1/'2, where the nodes

jVk are listed along the xx -direction first, and then along the other direction, as

in §5. Let u = Y^un<?n e Vk and U be its coefficient vector. We have by (6.2)

(m, v)k = VTU,        (fl(M, <pn)) = hk2A-x/2iAx+A2)A;x/2U.

Here Ax = diag(ßi), a block diagonal matrix, A2 = tridiag(-D2, 2D2, -D2),
a block tridiagonal matrix, and A-¡ = diag(Z>2), a block diagonal matrix, where
Dx and D2 are respectively

(6.3)
(2a   -a \ (a \

-a   2a
-a

-a
a+l

-I

a+l
2

)

■1/2AxA~l,¿- by Mx ; then, if w =Denote the semipositive definite matrix A3 x/2

Aku, its coefficient vector is W = hk2iMx + M2)1]. The matrix A/2 is block
tridiagonal of the form (-7, 21, -I) (see (3.6)). Here the operator Ak is

again defined by (A^m , v)k = û(m ,v). We thus obtain the corresponding form
of (3.7) as

l2,A: = iAku, Aku)k = WTrV = ^UTiMx+M2)iMx+M2)U

(6.4)
K

>-r^UTiM2 + M2)U,

by Lemma 3.2.  The rest of the proof in Lemma 3.3 remains the same.  We
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Figure 4. Two level grids for (6.1) where the jump is not on a
grid line

certainly need to repeat the arguments used in the first case of §5. Since the dif-
fusion coefficient aix) is added to the discrete bilinear forms ( • , • )k, Lemma

4.1 and Corollary 4.2 follow immediately.

Theorem 6.1 (Multilevel IF-cycles for the interface problem). Let the multigrid

method be defined as above and in §2. Let p = 2 in the definition of q in (2.10).
For any 0 < y < 1, there is an integer m independent of the level number k

and the aix) z'« (6.1) such that

\\\uk - wm+x\\\xk < y\\\uk - wo\\\xk ,

where uk, w¡, and q are defined in (2.8)—(2.11).

We next consider the case where the interface is between grid lines and the

grids are of high aspect ratios near the interface (see Figure 4). This would be
somewhat practical because, for example, the interfaces may move with time in

many application problems. As we have seen in Figure 3(C), the error needs to

be reduced near Y. One way to increase the approximability of finite elements

is to use augmented finite elements (cf. [4] and [19]), which will not be discussed
here. One could also use small triangles near the interface line, but this is not
economical. A mesh finer in the cross-interface direction would increase the

approximability of finite element solutions in this particular case. Let us check

the data in Table 3 (next page). Here the exact solution is shown in Figure

3(A). Column 7 and column 9 in Table 3 indicate that the degenerate-mesh

finite element solutions have the optimal order (in terms of the number of

unknowns) of convergence. In column 3 of Table 3, we have uniform grids

where the interface matches the center grid line. The nodal errors of the three

cases can be compared in Figure 3(E), Figure 3(F), and Figure 3(B).

As the minimal angle approaches zero, convergence of the standard multigrid

method would be arbitrarily slow (see column 4 in Table 1 ). The essential factor

for the deterioration is that coarse-level corrections can no longer capture the

low-frequency components of iteration errors which oscillate in the direction of

larger grid width. In the model case, a simple but effective modification would

be to coarsen the meshes only in the xx-direction (see Figure 4). The analysis
of this multigrid method is almost the same as the previous one in this section.

Let Vk be the space of piecewise linear, continuous functions on !Tk (see
Figure 4). We list the nodes of ^, {«,-,_,-} , along the xx-direction first, then
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Table 3. Spectral radii of 2-level multigrid iterative operators

for (5.1) where e = i$h2)2. Here, h2 is the mesh size in the

x2-direction. The xx -coordinates of grid points are mapped

by the mapping ixx - 0.5)a toward the interface T. The ß

in |||m - Mfc|||2 k = Nk~P/2 is estimated by the errors on two

consecutive levels

Matched, a = 1 Unmatched, a = I, 1.5 and 2

grid \uk\ ß III«*
,2
11,A: 0 2

X,k ß
2
X,k ß

1  X  1 0.09375 0.07291 0.07291 0.2791
2x2 0.12500 0.55 0.12500 0.12500 0.12500
4x4 0.17187 1.43 0.17122 1.4 0.17315 0.15808 0.8
8x8 0.19238 1.91 0.19073 1.6 0.19019 0.18582 1.6

16 x 16 0.19805 1.97 0.19653 1.4 0.19708 0.19560 1.7
32x32 0.19951 1.99 0.19851 1.2 0.19917 0.19884 1.9
64x64 0.19987 1.99 0.19930 1.2 0.19976 0.19969 1.9

128 x 128 0.19997 1.99 0.19966 1.1 0.19993 0.19992 2.1

those along the other direction. Let

(6.5)

A =

\

Dx =

Iax + a2      -CL2

-OL2        CX2 + "3     -c*3
\

where

Hk

a„-x +an)

hk,i + hk,i+x

°" " h'j '       ßi -

(ßx

,     D2 =
02

\

ßn-x)

,    hkJ = distinij,ni-xj),

and Hk is the uniform grid width in the ^-direction. The ä in (6.5) de-

pends on the location of the interface between two nearest vertical grid lines

(see (6.2) and Figure 4). Let the coefficient vector of u = ¿^Ujjtpij be U.

Let iAx + Ai)lJ := (û(m, (Píj)), where ç»I>; denotes the standard nodal ba-

sis function at n¡j.   Then Ax = diag{ADx), a block diagonal matrix, and

A2 = tridiag(-/4Ö2, 2AD2, -AD2), a block tridiagonal matrix.
The bilinear form associated with (6.1) is again a(w, v) = J^aVu-Vvdx.

But the discrete inner product (6.2) is modified to, according to (6.5) and re-

flecting the ßi,

(6.6) iu,v)k=   E
«I

.,^k

äinij)-^-uinlj)vimJ) Vm , v e Vk ,
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where ¿z(«,j) is a diagonal element of A defined in (6.5). We assume

(6.7) hk i < Hk   and   c < , *''   < c   V«, jSJ^.
nk,i+X

Here we do not allow a sudden change of the Xi-width. As in (6.4), if we

scale the nodal basis by (á(«;>7)/7;2/^;)~I/2, we again get by Lemma 3.2 the

corresponding form of (3.6),

IIMII2.* = ^-4UTiMx+M2)iñx + M2)U > ±-Utím]+M2)U,

where M2 = tridiag(-7, 21, -I) as before, and M\ is a positive semidef-
inite, block tridiagonal matrix. It is essential in this analysis to get M2 =

tridiag(-7, 21, -I) by a careful scaling, in order to show (3.5). Therefore, by
the slow variance in the triangle size (6.7), we can repeat the proof in §§3-4 and
obtain the following theorem.

Theorem 6.2 (2-level method for meshes with skinny triangles near the inter-
face). Let the multigrid method be defined as above and in §2. Let q = q in

(2.10). For any 0 < y < I, there is an integer m independent of the level
number k and the aix) in (6.1) such that

lll«fc-Wm+l||ll,k<î'lll«Jc-«o6llll>t.

where uk,w¡, q, and q are defined in (2.8)—(2.11).

One may include the refinement method for nested meshes here. Near the in-
terface, where skinny triangles occur, one can use those coarser triangles which

are coarser in one direction. Away from the interface, one can use the nested

grids (each coarse triangle consists of four subtriangles). Between the two re-

gions, one can use the technique of the nonnested multigrid method in [24] to
get a smooth transition.

7.  A CONVECTION-DOMINATED CONVECTION-DIFFUSION PROBLEM

We will study two finite element methods for solving a model convection-

dominated convection-diffusion problem. To dominate the convection term

numerically, we choose the finite elements in such a way that the mesh size
in the direction of convection is smaller than e, the diffusion coefficient. For
economical reasons, the mesh size in the crosswind direction is not that small.

This results in high-aspect-ratio meshes. Such finite elements avoid the wiggles

of the Galerkin method with quasiuniform finite elements (see Figure 5 on next

page). Three finite element solutions for the perturbation problem (7.1) with

/ = 1 are shown in Figure 5. Clearly, the solution on the high-aspect-ratio

grid is much better. Since the compensation of the streamline diffusion method

to the right-hand side does not change the source vector (see (7.12)) in this

test case, tht streamline diffusion method just adds an artificial diffusion in the

streamline direction. For references of the streamline diffusion method, readers

can consult [14] and the references therein. In this section, we will show that

a nonnested multigrid iteration has a constant convergence rate which does not
depend on the perturbation parameter, nor on the grid size and the aspect ratio.

We will show briefly that the special nonnested multigrid method would also
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Figure 5. Finite element solutions for (7.1). Left, the Galerkin

method on a uniform mesh; Center, the streamline diffusion

method on a uniform mesh; Right, the Galerkin method on a

high-aspect-ratio mesh

converge at a constant rate when applied with the streamline diffusion method.

A purpose of this section is to show that the coarse-level correction can catch

slowly varying components of the iteration errors even in very nonsymmetric,

ill-conditioned linear systems.

We will consider a steady-state convection-dominated convection-diffusion

problem:

-eAu + dxU = f   ino=(0, 1) x (0, 1),

( " ' m = o  on an,

where e is a positive constant. We define finite element spaces {Vk} as in

§2, where triangular meshes have grid widths Hk and hk in the x2- and Xx-
directions, respectively. We require that

(7.2) hk = ôke   and   hk = pkHk   for some Sk < 1 and pk < 1,

and that the coarse-level meshes are only coarser in the xx -direction, as shown

in Figure 1, i.e., hk = hk_x/2, Hk = Hk_x . Similarly to the principle of
the streamline diffusion method, choosing a small grid width in the convection
direction could control the nonsymmetric term dxu to result in an A/"-matrix

for the algebraic system. Owing to the structure of the crosswind boundary

layer, one may also want Hk < y/ë. If one also requires Hk < e, one could

prove convergence of the multigrid method by the elliptic regularity (cf. [16] for

example, and cf. [20] for the symmetric case) and by standard approximation

theory [10]. However, the convergence rate of the multigrid method obtained in

this way would depend on the singular perturbation e , while our theory avoids

such a dependence.

We remark that the effect of employing a small grid width in the Xx -direction

resembles that of choosing a grid width smaller than e in the following 1-D

problem:

eu" + u' = f   infl = (0, 1),       m(0) = m(1) = 0.

The central finite difference method and the linear finite element method pro-

duce the same stiffness matrix for the 1-D problem above. In [11] and [12], W.

Hackbusch has shown for the 1 -D problem that the contraction number of two-

level multigrid methods for the centered finite difference problems is bounded

away from 1 independent of the grid width if the grid width is smaller than s .

An economical way to extend Hackbusch's method to 2-D problems would be

the one described above. However, if the perturbation parameter is too small,

making the grid size smaller than £ would not be practical. One may use the

streamline diffusion method then. A mesh with hk < e and Hk < y/ë would
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be effective in computation as it provides both stability and resolution of the
boundary layer. A multigrid method was studied in [23] for solving Galerkin

spectral equations arising from (7.1) with periodic boundary conditions.

The finite element formulation of (7.1 ) reads as follows: Find uk such that

(7.3) eaiuk, v) + biuk, v) = if, v)   Vv€Ffc,

where a(«, v) = J^Vu-Vvdx, ¿?(m, v) = Jadxuvdx, and {u,v) = füuvdx.
The discrete inner product (•,•)* is again defined in (2.4). The multigrid
method consists of two steps (cf. (2.9) and (2.10)). The fine-level smoothing will

be defined later. The coarse-level residual problem (cf. (2.11)) is now defined

as: Find q € Vk_x such that

(7.4) ea(q, v) + b(q, v) = if, v) - eaiwm, v) - biwm , v)   VveVk_x,

where Vk_x c Vk is the image space lkiVk_x) as in (2.6). In a two-level method,
the corrected iterative solution (cf. (2.10)) is wm+x = wm + q. As before, with

the iteration error denoted by e¡ = uk —w¡, the two-level coarse-level correction

generates em+x = em-q , where q is defined by (7.4) and satisfies

(7.5) ea(q, v) + b(q, v) = eaiem , v) + biem, v)   Vv € Vk_x.

Lemma 7.1. The following estimates hold:

(7.6) \\\em+x\\\x,k<CHkil+8k)\\\em\\\^k,

(7-7) \\\em+i\\\x,k<^ + Pkß + CSk)\\\em\\\ltk,

where the constant C is independent of e and k. Here the discrete norms

HI • m. k are defined in (2.5), and ôk and pk are defined in (7.2).

Proof. From biu, v) = 0 and (7.5), we get

(7 8)   fiWi?m+1lll>.* -'Ilkm-îlllî,* = eaiem -q, em -q) + biem -q, em -q)

= eaiem -q,em- \k\k_xem) + biem -q,em- lklk_xem).

By the triangle inequality, the first term in (7.8) is

(7.9) aiem-q, em-lklk_xem) < \\\em-q\\\Xtk\\\em-\klk.xem\\\ltk.

By (4.1), Lemma 3.1, and Lemma 3.3, we get

(7.10) \\\em-\k\k-xem\\\x,k < CÄ/c|||em|||2it.

By the definition of ¿>( • , • ), we can estimate the second term in (7.8) as

\biem-q, lklk-xem - em)\ < \em -q\w(a.)\^klk-xem - em\\Li(a)

<\\\em-q\\\x,kChkHk-x\\\em-lklk-xem\\\o,k' '

where the following fact is used: ||w||z,2(t2) < C^^îT'IIImIIIo k ^or au u e Vk ,
which can be proved easily by the definition (2.4). Applying (4.1) again, we

conclude from (7.10) that

(7.12)     ||k*-ItIfc-ie«||loffc<CJyt|||em-iJkU_1eJ||lifc<C/$|||eIII|||2tfc.

Combining (7.8)—(7.12), we obtain (7.6). Applying definition (4.2) to the
term 111^1^1^-1^111, k in (7.9) and (7.12), we can also prove (7.7) by (7.8)-

(7.12).   D
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To obtain a constant rate of convergence, by (7.6), the fine-level smoothing

needs to provide that

(7.13) \\\em\\\2,k<CHkx\\\eo\\\x>k.

If one performs the fine-level smoothing on the normal system to deal with

nonsymmetry as in [6], for example, (7.13) could be obtained, but the constant

in (7.13) would depend on e . In the following, we consider a multigrid method
with one fine-level smoothing. J. Mandel [17] has considered such a multigrid

method for nonsymmetric elliptic problems, but where the Z>( • , • ) is only a

small perturbation to the system, since the mesh is required to be fine enough.

We note that the ¿(« , •) and the ea(- , •) are of the same order of magnitude

for the present case. One iteration as follows will be performed in the fine-level

smoothing (cf. (2.9)):

(7.14) iwi-wo,v)k = e-xXkxiif,v)-eaiwo,v)-biw0,v))   VveVk,

where Akx (< CHk , by Corollary 4.2) is as in (2.9). The error after one

smoothing is

(7.15) ex = il-XklAk-e-lXk-iBk)e0,

where (A^m, v)k := a{u, v) and (Bku, v)k := è(w, v). By expanding eo as a

linear combination of eigenvectors of A*., it is standard to get (cf. (4.14) and

[17])

(7.16) |||(I-^1Afcyo|||2>,+Afc-1|||(I-4-1A,yo|||^<||N||2;)fc.

To estimate the effects of ¿>( • , • ) to the smoothing (7.14), we can proceed

as follows:

ll|Bfc<?ollli k = SUP        (BfcÉ-o, A{v)k =     sup    bie0,A{v)
vevk,\\\v\\\jJc=x IIMIU=i

<       SUP       ||Ôi*>oHl2(î2)I|A^||L2(î2)
lll«llly.*=I

<    sup    \\\eo\\\x,kChkHk-l\\\Aiv\\\Q>k

\o,k

IMHj.*=l

<ChkHkx~j    sup    \\\eo\\\x,k\\\¿kl2v\
V

2

-CAikJS^-'llMlli,*,        7 = 1,2.

Therefore, by (7.15), one gets

lll«llll}.*S(lll(I-^lAt)ibllOIt + t-|Aïlll|Bfc«b|||At)

< |||(I -kZxAk)eQtj>k+Dj\\\eotuk,

where Dj = 2iCôkHxk~j) + iCôkHkx-j)2, 7 = 1,2.

Theorem 7.2. The contraction number of the two-level multigrid method defined

by (7.4) and (7.14) is bounded by y defined by

(7.18) f-    D° + C»l + CS*
A) + 1 + p't/4 + CSk '
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where pk and ôk are as in (7.2), C as in (7.6), and D0 = C27/^(1 + Sk)2h

In fact, D0<4.

Proof. We need to show that m^W, k < y\\\e0\\\x k ■ By (7.17) and (7.16),

(7.19)
eilll2,*<lll(I-¿t 'Amollit, +Ö2||ko|||,,,

<h — ma ■ AA:Hlll2 *) + ̂ 2|lko||'2

(7.20)
l2,,<4(IWI2;i: + Allkolll2,, î,*) + J>2llMII,,*

'"■/cUlFOllli.fc - IIIVa - "-k   ™-k)*0\\\2,kl "rJ^2|||<=ü||ll)fe

Applying (7.17) for j = 1 again to the above estimate, we obtain that

UN
< ̂ fc(l + Z>! + ÇJ3g/>2)|||«to|||îifc - <1 + Z^/4 + C^^MlliStlIlî.jfc,

where (7.7) with m = 1 is used in the last step. Combining (7.20) and (7.6)

with m = 1, we obtain that H^W,,k < 7|lko||li k. We omit the numerical
estimate of Dq and of the other constants in (7.18).   G

By letting pk in (7.18) be small enough, the two-level multigrid method

converges at a rate y < 1. One can easily analyze the multilevel method by

Theorem 7.2 following the work of Mandel [17]. The convergence rates of two-

level multigrid methods are listed in Table 4. We can see by column 7 in Table
4 that Theorem 7.2 is verified. In fact, the multigrid method converges more

rapidly in the presence of the nonsymmetric term ¿>( • , • ), compared with the
data in column 6 of Table 1. From column 5 of Table 4, we notice that the

convergence of the nested multigrid method deteriorates. We are able to extend

our theory above to cover the nested case (see column 2 of Table 4), similarly

as we did in §§5-6.
We now discuss briefly the multigrid solver for the finite element equations

arising from the streamline diffusion discretization of (7.1). In the streamline

diffusion method, we quasiuniformly triangulate the domain and we replace the

test function v in (7.3) by v + &hd\v , where h is the mesh size. The resulting

finite element equations are

(7.21)
(e + ah)idxuk , dxv) + eid2uk , d2v) + idxuk , v)

= if, v + ahdxv)   Vu e Vk.

The stiffness matrices of (7.21) and (7.3) are of the same type. The diffusion

in the direction of the streamline (x,-direction) is much bigger than that in the

other direction. This is the same situation as for finite elements on the above

Table 4. Spectral radii of 2-level multigrid iterative operators

for (7.1)

piCS) (nested meshes) piCS) (nonnested meshes)

grid

10 x 10

14 x 14

18x 18
22x22

26x26

£ = hk

0.7089
0.7164

0.7191
0.7204
0.7209

E = hj

1.4015
4.0869

8.1342
» 1

» 1

grid

10x8

14x8

18x8

22x8
26x8

e = hk

0.7619
0.8411

0.8847
0.9102
0.9259

grid

10x8

14x8

18x8

22x8

26x8

e = hk

0.5851
0.4385

0.4241
0.4472

0.4596

e = h2

2.2447

2.3346

3.0278
3.9692
4.6948
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high-aspect-ratio meshes. Thus, the coarse-level correction needs to correct the

low-frequency error in the ^-direction completely, and we need the special

multigrid method. We can repeat the above analysis for (7.3) to get the following
theorem.

Theorem 7.3. The two-level multigrid method defined by (7.4) and (7.14) con-
verges at a constant rate independent of e when solving the streamline diffusion

finite element equations (7.21).
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